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,·, Phillips 3 • For each series of heat capacity measu;rements, the ·sample· . .>
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;'··.
•. fit to C = rT + aT3: Below 0.3°K a. well-defined specific heat maximum.
The position ( 0.17° -0.27°K) of the high-temperature·,-~" :'<·:
is observed (Fig. 1) .
side of the maximum is a.t about the same temperature as the susceptibility·'
·.change reported by He in et al.
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The broadening of the maximum is ·probably · : From the full set of measurements to above 0.9~K) -the Debye .chara.c-
: . teristic temper.a.ture e = 166 ± 3°K 1 and the electronic specific heat . ' ...
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